I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the Galilei group in 2 + 1 dimensions is a subgroup ofthat of Poincare, A beautiful way to see this is by means of a change of coordinates l which is usually called the light-cone transformation, This fact is physically understood as the result of an infinite boost of a system in some direction of the space, which leads to the loss of the spatial dimension in this direction-due to the Lorentz contraction-and leaves the remaining system with a Galilean structure, This method has had several applications, for instance, to the study of the internal structure of hadrons at very high energies 2 and to the connection of relativistic and Galilean field equations for arbitrary spin particle,) Moreover, with a modification of the light-cone transformation involving a continuous parameter" it has been possible to go from the (2+ 1 )-dimensional Galilei group to the Poincare one in the same dimension, in a procedure inverse to the ordinary contraction of the Poincare to the Galilei group when C-+oo.
On the other hand, it has recently been shown that the ordinary Lie algebra of the Poincare group is a subalgebra S of the complex Lie algebra of the Galilei group in 4+ 1 dimensions, Also this result has been obtained through an adequate change of coordinates, Nevertheless its physical interpretation is not so clear. One possible application of this connection is the derivation of relativistic equations starting with Galilean ones, in just the reciprocal way of the former case,6
Summing up, the complex Galilei algebra in 4+ 1 dimensions contains the ordinary Poincare algebra, which in turn contains a (2+ 1 )-dimensional Galilei algebra, and these relations have their parallel counterpart at the level of the corresponding wave equations, The generalization of this situation to an arbitrary number n of space dimensions is one of the objects of the present paper, In this way we shall see that for an abstract physical theory the election of one or another invariance group (i.e., Poincare or GalileD is not so fundamental as one would think, because it is possible to obtain a relativiitic theory in (n -1) + 1 dimensions from a Galilean one in n + 1 dimensions, and vice-versa.
Another purpose of this work is to investigate which is in the present case the modification of the coordinate transformationS which enables us to obtain the ordinary Galilei group from the Poincare one in the same dimension, as well as the relation of this modificated coordinate transformation with the usual contraction of the Poincare to the Galilei group. In other words, we want to study the corresponding procedure to that of the quasi-light-cone frame' in the present case.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Sec, 2, we generalize the coordinate transformation of Ref, 5 and see how the Poincare algebra in n space/l time dimensions is a subalgebra of the complex Galilei algebra in (n + 1) space/l time coordinates. In Sec, 3 we generalize the light-cone frame transformation to an arbitrary number of dimensions of the space. In Sec. 4 we develop a parametrization of the original coordinate transformation which enables us to pass from the Poincare to the Galilei group in the same number of dimensions. We study its relation with the ordinary contraction C-+ 00. Section 5 is devoted to conclusions.
P n + 1 AS A SUBGROUP OF G(n+ 1)+ 1
The Lie algebra of the extended Galilei group in (n + I ) space/l time dimensions is given by [Lrs, Luvl =i(8rJ.su , Hl=iP r , [G, ., Psl =i8 rs fL (r, s, u, v=I, 2, .··, n+l) ,
where L rs are the generators of rotations, G r the generators of Galilean boosts, P r those of the space translations, H the generator of time translations, and fL is the neutral element of the algebra, which is associated with the mass. With this transformation the real Lie algebra (2.1) becomes a complex algebra of Galilei group. Let us consider the following subset of the transformed generators:
The reason for the selection of these generators has already been discussed in Ref. 6. The commutation relations for these generators are the following:
which constitute the Lie algebra of the Poincare group in n space/l time dimensions. 
LIGHT-CONE TRANSFORMATION IN ANY NUMBER OF DIMENSIONS
which constitute the Lie algebra of the Galilei group in ( n -1) space/l time dimensions.
THE CONTRACTION c~ 00 AS A COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION
In this section we consider the case n =4 for simplicity, but all the results are immediately generalizable to arbitrary n. Let us start with the commutation relations (2.1) in the particular case n = 4. Consider now the following coordinate transformation: ' [i;,kj] 
Depending on the values of the constants a, /3, y, 8, these relations either constitute the algebra of the Poincare group or the algebra of the Galilei group. In fact, for a=O, /3=+i, yarbitrary, 8=0.
( 4.3)
The relations (4.2) turn out to be the (3.1) in the case n = 3, while for a=l, /3=0, y and 8 arbitrary. The coordinate transformation can be parametrized in order to include these two particular cases for different values of the parameter. In fact, the following transformation: ( COShiE 0 sinhiE)
X=T(E,y)X, T(E,y)
~ ~ g. On the other hand, in order to compare this procedure with the usual contraction of the Poincare to the Galilei group when c-+ 00 , we now confront (4.2) with the commutation relations obtained from the Poincare algebra after the application of the limiting process, but where the terms up to first order in lIc l are still taken into accounC:
We see that (4.6) can be obtained from (4.2) provided we put
This transformation is also obtained from (4.5) when E = + lIc. Notice that the arbitrarity of 8 in (4.4) is only attained when E=O. Therefore it is not restrictive to put 8 = 0, in general, as we have done in (4.5) to define the parametrization.
Within the parametrization (4.5) we have been able to reproduce the usual contraction C-+ 00, both when first-order terms in 11 c l are considered and also when the limit is fully applied. Observe that the full contraction corresponds to a finite jump from ±1T /2 to 0 of the parameteff., while the supression of the terms offirst orderin lIc 2 (i.e., the last step of the full contraction) only amounts to a correspondingly infinitesimal change from E= + lie to E=O.
CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that Poincare algebra is a subalgebra of complex Galilei algebra while the Galilei algebra is a subalgebra of the ordinary Poincare algebra, if we consider them in arbitrary dimensional space. And this has been shown by means of very simple linear changes of coordinates: the lightcone transformation l in one case and an imaginary coordinate transformationS in the other. The physical relevance of this result lies in the fact that, whatever be the invariance group of the physical theory that we take at the beginning (Poincare or Galilei) it is always possible to extract a theory, in a space with one dimension less, invariant under the other group.
Making use of a convenient parametrization of the imaginary transformation,S we realized that the usua.l procedure of contraction of the Poincare to the Galilei group can be put into the form of a change of the space-time coordinates.
